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Abstract
The microbiological quality of marketable ready-to-eat (RTE) salads was discussed in terms of Public Health concerns. Since
RTE foods are edible without additional treatment, risks of foodborne outbreaks may be high. The initial quality and subsequent
handling of these products appear to influence their microbiological safety and shelf life. The authors evaluated the microbiological
quality of marketable RTE salads. A total of 100 samples of RTE mixed salads were collected from local supermarkets in Catania
(Italy). The RTE packages were immediately transported to the laboratory and analyzed according to the international standard
methods (ISO) for aerobic mesophilic count (AMC at 30°C), Escherichia coli, coliforms, Salmonella and Listeria monocytogenes.
All the samples (100%) were positive for AMC (median concentrations 106-107 CFU/g), 25.00% were positive for coliforms (median
concentrations 104-105 CFU/g) and 10.00% for E. coli (median concentrations <102 CFU/g). No sample was positive for Salmonella
and Listeria monocytogenes. Some questions were analyzed in response to possible Public Health concerns with regard to the
nature and safety of RTE foods. People could benefit enormously from RTE salads thanks to the increase in minerals and fibers
uptake and, in turn, the prevention of some chronic diseases in the general population. Anyway, there is the need to examine the
potential negative effects on human health of the consumption of these products.
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Introduction
In industrialized countries major causes of morbidity and
mortality are related to poor diet and a sedentary lifestyle. In particular,
cardiovascular disease, hypertension, type 2 diabetes, stroke, and
certain cancers (i.e., colon rectum) are specifically linked to poor diet
and physical inactivity. Moreover, an energy imbalance (more calories
consumed than expended) is the most important factor contributing
to the increase in overweight and obesity which, in turn, are major risk
factors for certain chronic diseases such as type-2 diabetes[1].
The association between increased intake of vegetables and reduced
risk of chronic diseases is variable and depends on the specific disease
[2] Anyway, given the mounting evidence suggestive of a potential
benefit, recommendations for the consumption of fruits and vegetables
are always issued by the nutrition guidelines. However, to translate these
guidelines into daily life is not simple. In fact, there are some important
aspects that may affect food choices, such as financial resources and
available household members’ skills in food acquisition, as well as
feelings of time scarcity [3]. In particular, especially in industrialized
countries, people tend to adopt a more time-saving behavior in relation
to daily food consumption and it has been observed that women’s time
routinely spent in food preparation declined in the last years [4]. This
social trend has resulted in a growth of the market for fresh ready-toeat (RTE) foods, including RTE fruit and vegetables [5,6].
These products receive some degree of minimal technological
processing before commercial distribution, but the processing in
most cases is inadequate in ensuring their microbiological safety. In
this study the microbiological quality of marketable RTE salads was
evaluated. The microbiological quality of marketable RTE salads was
discussed in terms of Public Health concerns.

immediately transported to the laboratory and analyzed according
to the International Standard Methods (ISO) for aerobic mesophilic
count [7] (AMC at 30°C), Escherichia coli [8], coliforms [9], Salmonella
[10] and Listeria monocytogenes [11].

Results and Discussion
As shown in Table 1, of the 100 RTE salads analyzed no sample
was positive for Salmonella and Listeria monocytogenes, all the samples
(100%) were positive for AMC (median concentrations 106-107 CFU/g),
while 25 (25.00%) were positive for coliforms (median concentrations
104-105 CFU/g) and 10 (10.00%) for E. coli (median concentrations
<102 CFU/g).
Taking into consideration the Regulation (EC) No 1441/2007 [12]
concerning the microbiological criteria of foodstuffs, the absence of
Microbiological No. of sample Percentage (%) of Median concentrations
test
units
positive samples
(CFU/g)
AMC

100

100

106-107

Coliforms count

100

25

104-105

E. coli count

100

10

< 102

Salmonella count

100

ND

-

L. monocytogenes
count

100

ND

-

ND: Not detected in 25g.
Table 1: AMC, coliforms and Escherichia coli counts, and Salmonella and Listeria
monocytogenes detection in the samples analyzed.
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During the second semester of 2014 a total of 100 samples of RTE
mixed salads (endive, rocket, lettuce and red chicory) were collected
from local supermarkets in Catania (Italy). The RTE packages were
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Salmonella and Listeria monocytogenes clearly indicates the safety for
consumers of the RTE salads analyzed. Moreover, the E. coli median
concentrations lower than the value allowed by the EC Regulation (<102
CFU/g), indicates the satisfactory sanitary conditions of the samples
considered for the study. In fact, it has been shown that E. coli may have
a good correlation with potential contamination by enteric pathogens
[13]. On the contrary, the high levels of AMC and coliforms may
indicate the lack of good practices during manipulation, which may
also contribute for decreasing the shelf life of products. Anyway, upon
subjective visual and olfactory inspection, all the samples analyzed in
the present work appeared to be suitable for consumption.
On the basis of the results showed above, some questions may be
raised in response to possible Public Health concerns with regard to the
nature and safety of RTE foods.
First of all: ‘What are RTE foods?’ RTE foods are defined as foods
that can be consumed immediately at the point of sale without further
preparation or treatment [14]. This definition is directly linked to the
second question: ‘Are RTE foods safe for the consumers?’. Since RTE
foods are edible without additional treatment, it has been underlined
that risks of foodborne outbreaks may be high [15-18]. In particular,
the initial quality and subsequent handling of these products appear to
influence their microbiological safety and shelf life [6,19]. Although no
sample analyzed in our study showed the presence of pathogens, the
high levels of AMC and coliforms may indicate the lack of good practices
during manipulation, including poor agricultural water quality, as well
as the incorrect application of Good Manufacturing Practice (GMP)
and Hazard Analysis and Critical Control Point (HACCP) systems
during production, processing, packaging and distribution [20]. For
this reason, control of microbiological contamination is critical to
ensure the safety of these products.
This consideration pose a third question: ‘How are RTE salads/
vegetables regulated in EU?’. In 2005, the EC Regulation no.1441⁄2007
amending EC Regulation no. 2073⁄2005 [12] indicates the recovery
of E. coli in RTE vegetables as an index of the hygienic process, and
Salmonella spp. and Listeria monocytogenes as an index of safety.
Although at the moment there are no mandatory microbiological
criteria which include reference limits for AMC, this parameter could
represent a useful tool to evaluate the microbiological quality of the
production processes [21]. In this study, the high levels of AMC and
coliforms could indicate the need of more rigorous risk assessment
techniques and of recommending the correct assessments.
One of the objectives of the EU is to consider consumers the key
stakeholders in the total food/feed chain. Understanding the attitudes
and beliefs of European consumers in relation to food and nutrition
is vital to address population health concerns, as well as to develop
targeted communication strategies in order to promote the adoption of
healthy diets and maintain well-being through an optimal nutritional
intake [22]. This objective may raise a fourth question: ‘Why are
RTE foods produced if they are considered risk foods?’. The answer is
that RTE foods are developed and marketed because there is some
perceived advantage to the consumer of these foods. Good nutrition is
vital to good health and is absolutely essential to achieve and maintain
a body weight that optimizes health. Vegetables, in particular, are
considered essential in a balanced diet as part of the Mediterranean
diet and their health benefits in reducing the risk for chronic diseases
should be considered in the context of an overall healthy diet. Taking
into consideration the changes in consumers’ food choices related to
their daily lifestyle, advanced food processing technologies and novel
packaging schemes can help ‘healthy’ foods, such as vegetables, to
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stay competitive in the global market. In Italy, for example, between
January and October 2010, consumption of whole fruits and vegetables
decreased by 0.8%, while an 8.3% increase in the consumption of RTE
vegetables was observed in the same period of time [23]. The high
median concentrations of AMC (106-107 CFU/g) and coliforms (104105 CFU/g) recovered in all the samples analyzed in our study, did not
correlate with the presence of E. coli, which was lower than 102 CFU/g
or Salmonella and Listeria monocytogenes, which were absent in all the
samples. This data may indicate that RTE salads can be considered safe
for the consumers.
Thus, the fifth question is: ‘What are the main issues of concern for
human health linked to the microbiological quality of RTE salads?’. The
three main issues debated are (i) responsibility in foodborne outbreaks,
(ii) contribution to the antibiotic resistance genes transfer and (iii)
exposition of the consumers to disinfection by-products (DBPs) due to
their decontamination.
For what concern the first issue, it is noteworthy that various
foodborne pathogens associated with RTE foods have been found
to contribute to foodborne outbreaks [17,18]. As already discussed,
methods of storage, processing, handling, and display can affect the
levels of microorganisms in these products [16, 24]. Fresh vegetables, in
particular, have become increasingly recognized as potential vehicles of
foodborne diseases, which are stressed by international outbreaks such
as the associated with the fenugreek seed sprouts contaminated with E.
coli O104:H4 in 2011 in Europe, and tomato and spinach with Salmonella
and E. coli O157 in the USA [6,25]. Thus, monitoring of the level of
bacteria in RTE salads/vegetables is important to ensure the safety of
this type of high-risk foods, and food quality and safety research should
always be directed to strategies for preventing the spread of biological
hazards along the entire food chain. The second issue refers to the role
of food in human exposure to antimicrobial resistant bacteria. As far as
we know, the contribution of minimally processed vegetables for the
spread of antibiotic resistance remains unclear and has been scarcely
considered in surveillance studies. Nevertheless, there is evidence that
RTE salads may be vehicles for antibiotic resistance bacteria/genes
with clinical interest [26]. Thus, contamination during preparation,
handling and processing of salads, should be considered also in the
light of exposure to pathogens and/or commensal and environmental
bacteria as a reservoir of resistance genes. Finally, there are no strategies
able to achieve the complete elimination of hazardous microorganisms
on RTE salads without affecting their quality [27]. Decontamination
of fresh vegetables is generally based on the application of chlorine.
Nonetheless, hyperchlorination of process wash water with high
load of organic material may produce unacceptably high levels of
trihalomethanes (THMs) and other carcinogenic DBPs [28,29]. For
this reason, the industrial demand for natural alternative disinfectants
should be encouraged [30,31].
Finally, the last question is: ‘What should the scientific community
do to improve the evaluation of RTE salads?’. From our point of view,
taking into account our results, the scientific community should take
an active role in relation to RTE salads, primarily for two main reasons:
(1) Public Health could benefit enormously from these products
thanks to the increase in minerals and fibers uptake and, in turn, the
prevention of some chronic diseases in the general population; and (2)
the need to examine the potential negative effects on human health of
the consumption of these products.

Conclusion
In conclusion, the present study suggests that evaluations on RTE
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products must be holistic and should consider not only safety but also
food security, as well as social aspects linked to nutrition and health
education.
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